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3ra Semester Regular / Back Examination 2018-19
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (IM)

BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E331 , ..  . . ; .

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-ll and any TWO
@ ni 2W  fromPart^ifl. 264 2fl<

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1

Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10)

a) Briefly explain what do you mean by inventory.

b) What do understand by shortage costs?
:'c) Define safety'stock. 2!' -'" 26< 'l'-A

d) What is Inventory Management?
e) How make-to-order and make-to stock are different?

f) Briefly explain economic manufacturing batch size.

g) Briefly explain Inventory procurement Costs,

h) Explain briefly VED?
i) What do you mean by buffer stock?

5lj) Briefly expla'in'ABC. ' '"" ""

Part-ll

02 Focused -Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) .

a) What are the important assumptions of the economic order quantity?

b) How to consider uncertainties while planning inventories?

,,c)  What are the.difficulties a maqger faces in estimating the shortage,cost explicitly?....,

d) Find the difference between centralized Vs decentralized inventory management.

e) What is set-up cost in manufacturing? If a number of products are produced on the

same plant facility, would the set-up cost for the individual products depend upon the
sequence in which the products are manufactured?

f) Explain briefly fixed order period models.
g) "Inventory is a part of manufacturing strategy.' Do you agree with this statement? if so,

explain why it should be only a part of the total manufacturing strategy?
2:K)  What is lead" time? What are the factors you will  take intof'"'consideration while

computing the lead time?
i)  When is the fixed order cycle model preferred? And whe'n is the fixed order quantity

model preferred? Explain,

j)  Briefly explain single-period inventory model.
k) When a company procures a number of raw materials, what could be the problems in

calculating EOQ of individual items?
o>\  Compare the-; order cost in; -a purchasing -situation with tbe< set-up cost [n: a

manufacturing situation. Mention the similarities and dissimilarities between the two.

(2x10)

(6x8)
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TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT (TQM)
BRANCH : MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E410

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-ll and any TWO
from Part-Ill.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1
Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10) (2x10)

a) What defines best Quality Management?
b) What is SERVQUAL, and dimensions of service quality performance?
c) How can Total Quality management help in improving Customer Satisfaction?
d) What is Quality Circle?
e) Define Quality Auditing?
f) Which are the pre-requisite of KANBAN?
g) What are the principles of Six Sigma?
h) Define Quality Cost.
i) What is the role of Quality Council?
j) Briefly explain POKA-YOKE?

Part- II
Q2 Focused -Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8)

a)  What are the basic concepts and principles of TQM?
"b)  What is statistical  process control, briefly explain the uses of control  charts for

variables and attributes?
c) Briefly explain how quality control systems are designed?
d) What do you mean by benchmarking? Briefly explain few important benchmarking

processes?

e) What do you mean by Kanban, explain?
f) What is the difference between the Six Sigma and TQM initiatives? Discuss.
g) How is Deming's PDCA cycle useful in services? Discuss,

h)  Briefly explain Zero Defects.
i)  Would a six sigma implementation involve significant financial investment? Discuss.
j)  If  line employees are required to work on quality improvement activities, their

productivity will suffer." Discuss.
k)  "You don't inspect a quality into a product; you have to build it in."  Discuss the

implications of this statement.
I)  Is the goal of Six Sigma realistic for services such as Blockbuster Video stores?

Part III
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

Q3 A lack of top management leadership in a quality effort can hinder or destroy it.  (16)
Support the statement

Q4 What are the important dimensions of quality, how quality planning helps in achieving  (1.6)
TQM objective? ',

Q5 What kind of an organizational structure for the purpose of quality management might  (16)
you suggest for a manufacturing company having a number of divisions at different
locations with different divisional managers heading the divisions?

Q6 Is an ISO 9000 certification a guarantee for the firm's product quality? Explain your  (16)
answer.

0? a. 1 0 \ )
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MANAGEMENT OF SERVICE OPERATIONS (MSO)
BRANCH : MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E583

Answer Question No.1(Part-1j which is compulsory, any EIGHT from partMl and
any TWO from part-Ill.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-I

Q1 Short answer type Questions(Answer AII-10) (2x10)
a) What do you think about the concept of quality service by design
b) What is-service process .Matrix? i:; ..'@@'

c) Compare explicit and implicit service.
d) Define Value added Services. Give an example.

e) Define Service Innovation.

f) What do you mean by service recovery?
g) Explain the meaning of H.E.R.A.T?

h) What are the five features of service package?
i) What do-you mean by dependent and independent Inventory? Give

an example,

j) What do you mean by Field Service Inventory Management?

Part-ll

Q2 Focused Short Answer Type Questions(Answer any Eight out of  (6x8)
Twelve)

a) Briefly explain characteristics of service Operations.

b) What do you mean by field service? -Explain its impact on
manufacturing Organizations.

c) Explain the role of services in the changing business scenario.

d) Discuss the criteria in evaluating service package.
e) What are the different stages in service firm Competitiveness?
f) Develop a model for service profit chain.

g) Explain the role of technology in service.
h)  What are the points and steps to be followed in selecting a method for

customer selection? Explain.

i)  What is POKOYOKE? Explain its uses and advantages?
j)  What do you mean by CRM and also explain its advantages and

disadvantages.

k)  Analyzes the different ways of winning customers in market place. .-

I)  Develop a model for service profit chain.

9. 7 ! 0



Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Long Answer Type QXrê JqjTŝ rpwê erny two out of four)
Explain. Service gap model aW'Siscu'ss the possible measures to

close thê gap. 2S4 .^ ,M

What do you mean by'quality?? Explain-beming's 14 point Philosophy
of quality management.

What are the tools and techniques used for achieving service quality?

"The Service Profit chairufcpfocesseŝ 'a* relationship, that -links'. @

profitability, Customer Jpyalty, -a_nd service value tô employee
satisfaction, capability and'productivity". Discuss. '""

(16)
'.- r/t

(16)

(16)

@:@(=! 6) :@
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BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours
Max Marks: 100
Q.CODE : E514

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-ll and any TWO

from Part-Ill.
'@"@@' The figures in the'right hand rriargin indicate'friarks. 2S< -

Part-1
Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10) (2x10)

a) What do you mean by Value Chain?
b) Differentiate between Centralized and Decentralized Supply Chain

c) What do you mean by Cross Docking?
d) Define Vendor Managed Inventory?e)2- Define Agile Manufacturing System? -">@@ '* @"-; 2

f) What do you mean by JIT? What are its benefits?
g) What do you mean by Blue Whip Effect?
h) What do you mean by Inventory Aging?
i)  Defining Package cycle time?
j)  What do you mean by Pull based SCM.

Part- II
Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve)  m  (6x8)  '

a) How does Cross docking Works?
b) What do you mean by Milk Run? Explain its benefits
c) What do you mean by ABC analysis? Explain its procedures.
d) What are the methods involved in Vendor Selection Procedure? Explain.
e) What is inventory? What are the costs associated in Inventory Management? How to

calculate EOQ?
f) Explain conceptual model of SCM
g)2?.What are the methods involved Vendor performance evaluation process 2<;.-.
h) What is the significance of lean manufacturing philosophy in successful system? How

lean is different from mass manufacturing system?
i)  What do you mean by Customer requirement analysis? Explain its benefits,
j)  Define logistics Management, and discuss its role in today;s business
k)  "Product packaging is the main selling driver in the FMCG industry". Explain this

statement with focus on the logistics.
I)  Explain key elements and uses logistics management.

Part-Ill
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

Q3 Briefly explain Hub and Spoke Model. Explain its advantages and disadvantages. . (16)

Q4 Define Supply Chain Management? Explain its nature and Scope and also explain its (16)

drivers and obstacles

Q5  @ What is Third Party Logistic? Explain its advantages and disadvantages and uses..,M  (16)

Q6 Briefly explain Vehicle Routing Method and also Explain its uses, advantages and  (16)
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (PM)
2'H 20.1 ,- BRANCH :-MBA -; @' :<@'@

Time : 3 Hours
Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E581

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-ll and any TWO

from Part-Ill.
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

:@@ . 2'M .-, part_| .:, Mi

Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10) (2x10
a) Define reward.
b) Explain "Do only what you get paid for" Syndrome?
c) What do you mean by performance coaching?
d) What is Potential appraisal?
e) What do you mean by competency gap?
f) DefiqeKPA?

@' ' g) State'the limitation of EFQM Model. " '"

h) What is confidential report?
i) What is 360 degree performance appraisal?
j) What is core competency?

Part- II
Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of  (6 x 8)

Twelve)
a) Describe in detail the features of performance appraisal. @
b) "Linking pay to performance" is an emerging concept. Explain.
c) Discuss balanced scorecard as a tool of performance appraisal .
d) Explain the process of performance appraisal.
e) Distinguish between performance appraisal and potential appraisal.
f) Discuss the obstacles faced in the performance appraisal process.
g) Define high performance team .write the procedure for building high

performance teams in the organizations.
--"' h) What'are the merits ahd demerits of critical incident method? ' '

i) Reflect upon the trends of compensation management in India,
j) Discuss the role of  performance monitoring in improving the employees

performance.
k)  -What are the essentials of a good appraisal system?
I) Explain the steps in designing performance metrics in an IT company.

Part-Ill
:: Long-Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

23 Why do different organization have different performance management  (16)
system, although the principles of  performance management is same
everywhere?

54 Explain in detail the organization's role in facilitating employee 's performance.  (16)

J5 Discuss the methods of performance appraisal. (16)

}6 Describe the performance appraisal system of a manufacturing organization  (16)
taking example of NALCO.
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COMPENSATION MANAGENT (CM)
BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E408

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-Hand any TWO
from Part-Ill.

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1

Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10)

a) Define compensation.

b) What is variable pay?

c) What is living wage?

d) What do you mean by wage differentials?

e) What is take home salary?

f) What are the fringe benefits?

g) What is ESOP?
h) What is DA?
i) What do you know about pay commission?

j) What is the objective of wage board?

Part; II

Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve)

a) Distinguish between wage and salary.

b) Throw light on the principles of wage and salary administration.

c) Discuss the criteria for wage fixation.

d) Discuss the factors affecting wage and salary structure in an organization.

e) What are non-financial incentives? Explain its importance.

f) What do you mean by compensation survey ? Write a note on pay for performance.

g) What is job evaluation? What are the objectives of job evaluation?-

h) Discuss the components of executive remuneration.

i) Explain the current issues in compensation management.

j) Discuss different objectives of wage policy.

k) What are the consequences of pay dissatisfaction?

I) What is 3p compensation concept? Discuss the new trends in compensation system.

(2X.10)

(6X8)

H-
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W*' Long Answer Type Questions/fJJjff fswejflffi '̂Two out of Four)
2a' MNCs operating in India hav.etinfial?f i aTt[%J;alary structureiof Indian Organizations -  (i!6)

Substantiate.

How does effective compensation management help an- organization to achieve (16)
strategic objectives? @

Q5 Explain various theories of wage.
28* 254 2P4

Q5 Explain various theories of wage. (.16)
2V* 294 2C4 ~ 2M ZM 2̂ 4

Q6 Discuss the institutional mecnanisms available in India for wage determination and " (16f
fixation.
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i)  You have decided to be tne emrepieneui ui a on@ .@.-.,  ,
management degree. According to prior study, you have made a strategy to open
it in four major towns of  Qdisha in such, a. manner that, .the.' entrepreneur,
reputation/corporate brand can be appropriately build. Suggest the branding and

packaging strategies in the said situation?
j)  What is the importance of buying roles in purchase decision making of service

products? Explain the personal and psychological factors that influence the
consumer behavior towards service market offerings?

k)  What is'service triangle'? Which component of service marketing-mix is generally
strategized by the service organization with the service triangle? Explain' with

: examples. :...I)  You are the research consultant for a successful entrepreneur of a physiotherapy
organization for the old aged persons in small towns of India. The entrepreneur
asked you to do a research regarding entry strategy to the metro cities of India.

Explain research process in this context?

Part-Ill
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

Q3 What are various objectives of pricing relating to service market offerings? Explain  (16)
different pricing strategies? Which pricing strategy is appropriate for multiplex
service providers in India? Justify as a research consultant?

Q4 What are various demand patterns for the service products? Explain the (16)
strategies to match the demand & capacity, relating to a chain of private hospitals
providing medical services, which has number of branches in various towns of

Odisha?
Q5 UNGARAJ LASI, a famous traditional summer drink (LASI) provider in all most all  (16)

seasons. It is generally facing serious problem of serving customers timely at the
evening of summer season, for which customers show their dissatisfaction, even
if having the good quality of product. Suggest various recovery strategies for the

above said service failure?

Q6 A chain of private education service provider proving services of private coaching  (16)
to the candidates of various competitive examinations for the Government jobs.
Justify the appropriate promotion-mix to promote fhe above said service product
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3rd Semester Regular / Back Examination 2018-19
SALES & DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT (SDM)

BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours s

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E327

Answer Question No,.,l  (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT,from Part-ll aijc^any TWO @,
from Part-in'.'

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1
Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10) (2x10)

a) What is a Sales Organization?
b) What is Horizontal Marketing?
c). What is understood by Channel Conflict? ... v!, _,.. @  ,.,_,
d) What do you understand by Joint Venture mode of Entry?

e) WhatisSCM?
f) What do you understand by Selection in Recruitment and Selection Process?
g) What is meant by Channel Integration?
h) What do you understand by Inventory Planning?
i) What is a Sales Budget?
j) What is a Level - I Channel?

@:@:@ ;:;.. @  paxt.\ '@@- :>i ^

Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) v (6x8]

a) Explain Channel Management with examples.
b) Design customer oriented marketing channel.
c) Lay down Inventory Management Decisions and justify.
d) How can channel competition be organized properly through co-operation?
e) How can companies attain International Orientation?
f) What is the need of Sales Forecasting?
g) Explain Territory Management and its Implications. ~'J "'"'

h) Distinguish between Distributions Management and Logistical Management?
i) How can the behavior of Channel Members be managed?
j) Explain Sal.es Management.
k) Why should there be Channel Relationship Management? Lay down its significance.
I) What is the role of Logistics Planning? Elaborate your answer.

Part-Ill
- Long Answer'Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four) @''@'" /*"

Q3 Explain the different modes of Entry into foreign Markets? Exemplify your answer. - (16)

Q4 What are the different modes of compensating the Sales Force? Analyze your  (16)

answer with examples.

Q5 How can channels be designed with channel conflict being kept at the minimum? (16)

Exemplify your answer.

Q6 Design International Channel of Distribution for Indian Spices with example(s). Justify  (16)

vour answer.

A/ r / A; f
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR (CB)
BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours
Max Marks: 100
Q.CODE :E510

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT'from Part-ll and any
@@:@' ioi /ITWO from Part-Ill. ::v. : @-,

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1
Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10) (2x10)

a) Differentiate 'consumer1 from 'customer'?
b) Prepare a psychographic-lnventory for the market study of 'sports wearing'?
c) Differentiate between enculturation from acculturation?
d) Deduce a relationship between 'evoked set', 'inept set' & inert-set'? @

e) What do you mean by 'Gestalt'?
f) What do you mean by just noticeable difference (JND)?
g) Justify, when 'believes' become 'values' of customers?
h) What do you mean by venturesomeness?
i) Give two examples of  pricing strategy and promotional  strategy, where

cognitive theory of consumer behavior is applied?
j) What do you mean by 'subliminal perception'?

Part-ll
Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of  (6 x 8)

Twelve)
a) What do you mean by 'cognitive dissonance'? Differentiate cognitive theory of

consumer behavior from psychoanalytical theory of consumer behavior?

b) Selective attention, selective retention & selective distortion are not the perfect
' mechanism to study the perception of  human being, while they act as

consumers-.* JDo you agree @ Yes or No? Justify your answer through the .
mechanism of perception.

c) What is black-box model? How the knowledge of black-box model is helpful to
planners for launching a new product?

d) Explain, how market segmentation by study of VALS model is helpful for the
marketers of fashionable garment products in Indian urban areas?

e) Compare and contrast the 'need hierarchy theory of motivation' with Herzberg's

theory of motivation?
f) Explain various stages of family life cycle, along their relevance with the,,,

purchase decision making? Give your insight to the changing role of family in
today's hi-tech market?

g) Define social  class? Explain various classifications of  social  class with
appropriate examples?

h)  What do you mean by 'diffusion of innovation'? Explain various phases of
diffusion of innovation? Give your answer by focusing on new models of cars"
that the companies are launching in regular intervals in Indian markets. .-

& 7 i AJ
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RETAIL MARKETING (RM)

BRANCH : MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100
Q.CODE : E579

Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHTfrom Part-Mand any
TWO from Part-Ill. ^  :  ^ : '

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Part-1
Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10)

a) What is retail equity?
b) Differentiate 'hyper market' from 'super market'?
c) What is 'employee productivity' in the context of retail industry?
d) What do you mean by 'feature areas'?
e) What do you mean by'customer pyramid'? '

f) What is GMROI?
g) What do you mean by 'fixtures' in retail design?
h) Can EDLP be possible for service retailing? Justify your answer keeping in view

the Indian scenario.
i) Give two examples of 'digital signage' of any organized retailer of your city?
j) What do you mean by 'fixtures' in retail design?

Part- II
Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve)

a) What is private level? Differentiate private level from manufacturer's brand with
appropriate examples? Write- the importance of  private levels for the retail
organizations?

b) Deduce a relationship between 'predatory pricing' with 'competitiveness of

retailer1? Cite appropriate examples with your answer.
c) Compare & contrast the .'shopping centers' with 'power centers' with appropriate

examples? @@ @ -i
d) State some critical human resources issues of retail  organizations? How retail

employees can be motivated?
e) What is the importance of layout for the organized retailers? Explain various types

of layouts with figures?
f) 'Store loyalty' is more important in retailing than the 'brand loyalty' for any

retailers. Why? Explain the buying process in the context of retailing?
g) Explain various theories of retail  development. Justify, which theory / theories

is/are best suit for the online retailing in India?, ...
h)  Explain, now supply chain management can be effective by collaborating the

retailers with vendors?
i)  Explain different store-based retail formats dealing with general merchandise. Cite

separate examples for every format?
j)  Write short-note on any one of the un-planned retail locations with the advantages

& disadvantages?
k) Write a short-note on 'space management' in the context of organized retailing?
I)  What is the importance of  buying roles both in the organized unorganized

retailing context? Explain various types of buying decisions with appropriate
examples?

(2x10)

(6x8)

R K 31 / n
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STRATEGIC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (SFM)
BRANCH:MBA
Time : 3 Hours

Max Marks : 100

Q.CODE : E580
Answer Question No.1. (Part-1) which is compulsory, any EIGHT from Part-il and any..TWO from. .-:<..@-.;-.@@

Part-Ill. @ -'' @'@" " @"' "  '  @@:-@@-@@@@@-@
sThe figures in the right hand margin indicate rria'rks. '@@" ~":/'

Part- 1

Q1 Short Answer Type Questions (Answer AII-10)

a) Write two activities that are not called "Corporate Restructuring"

b) What is buyback of shares? Why companies re-purchase its own share?

c) , What is Value chain analysis? , @. ,..

d) What is reverse-engineering?

e) What are the tools used in Financial Engineering?

f) What do you mean by absolute control over a company in acquisition?

g) What is a special purpose vehicle?

h) What is kaizen? Write down its utilization.

i)  Why companies go for international merger and acquisition?
j)  Write down two limitations of balance scorecard.

(2x10)

Part- II

Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve)

a) Explain the different types of corporate strategies.

b) Discuss the different types of bond yield.

c) Explain the motives behind merger.

d) What is a friendly takeover? Discuss the objectives of takeover

e) What are the different types of due diligence? Discuss

f) Explain the pre bid and post bid takeovers.

g) What is MBO? Explain the characteristics and types of MBO.

h) What are the objectives of corporate restructuring?

i) What is divestiture? Discuss the methods of divestiture,

j) What are refinancing and Rescue financing? Explain,
k) Mention some benefits of downsizing.

I) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Spin-off.

(6x

F 1 N. A/ C e



Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

part-ill
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)
What do you understand by the term "Leverage buyout"? Explain the steps in it with

suitable example.

Discuss various.reasons why M&A fail? ; -

XYZ Ltd is intending to acquire ABC Ltd. by merger and the following information is
~w~;i^hio in rocnoH nf fhp nnmnanies :

a) What is the EPS of both the companies?
b) If the proposed merger takes place, what would be the new EPS for XYZ

Ltd (assuming that the merger takes place by exchange of equity shares

and the exchange ratio is based on the current market prices)
c) What would be the exchange ratio, ABC Ltd want to ensure the same

earnings to members as before the merger takes place?

R Ltd is having' an issued and subscribed capital of 50,000 equity shares of Rs 100
each fully paid up. The company's after tax profits for the year 2017-18is amounting to
Rs30 lakhs. The average present stock exchange price of  the company's share is Rs

19O.The PE ratio of the four listed companies to be used for calculation, their types of

Calculate the valuation of business and per snare oaseu un aveiay

induct@

i P/E ratio of the

(16)

(16)

(16)

(16)

Praticulars

No.ofEquityshares
EarningsafterTax(Rs.)
Marketvaluepershare(Rs.-).

XYZLtd
5,00,000

25,00,000
x~ 21

ABCLtd
3,00,000

- 9,00,000"
rv 14

Company

ALtd
BLtd-

CLtd
DLtd

2015-16

5.7
@6.5
7.4
5.0

2016-17

6.3
@ 5.9

6.8
5.9

2017-18

7.1
-@@' 6.8

7.0
6.1
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h) Explain the nature of efficient frontier with riskless lending and borrowing. Use graph
and imaginary figures to explain this.

i)  Discuss the efficient market hypothesis and implications of random walk theory .

j)  Mr.Shyam has the following scrips in his portfolio :

"5'The risk free return is 5%.and'%e market retu'rn is 14%.What2is the return of'ffiis
portfolio?

k)  Explain Dow theory.
I)  What is RSI? Explain its calculation and interpretation.

Part-Ill
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

Q3 Is it necessary to revise the portfolio frequently?What problemswould you encounter (16)
for resorting to-ihis? Discuss the different formula plans available for revising-'the
portfolio.

Q4 Discuss the fundamental principle and assumptions in fundamental analysis. Discuss (16)
the factors affecting industry analysis.

Q5 How do you construct an optimal  portfolio? Discuss the contribution of  Harry (16)
Markowitz in portfolio selection. Explain with suitable diagram. Discuss its assumptions

ss-and limitations-Tob. 284 28̂ 284 284

Q6 Write short notes: '
a) Margin Trading (8)
b) Non-financial indicators in company analysis (8)

Industries

AceLtd
SB1
BombayDyeinq
BSES
GE

Beta

0.8

1.25

0.9

1.1

1.5

ProportiorTof
Investment

20
30
15
20
15
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a) Distinguish between cost centre and profit centre.b) What are cost units? Give examples od cost units for five items of services anu

products.c) Explain the uses of MHR.
d) In what way learning curves have significance in Cost Accounting?

e) Distinguish between cost reduction and cost control
f) Give examples of joint products and by-products two each.

g) .What is ZBB?-,Explain its utilities; @.-,.h) What does it imply if the angle of incidence is more than average?

i) What is batch costing method? Where is it used?
j)  What do you mean by disposal of variances?

Part-H
Q2 Focused-Short Answer Type Questions- (Answer Any EIGHT out of TWELVE) (6x

a) What is CPV analysis? Discuss its applicability in managerial decisionmaking.
b) Calculate the break even,number of candidates from the following information and

show a verification table indicating there is no profit or no loss position:

Fees collected per candidate Rs 100

Variable cost per candidate Rs 60One supervisor remuneration per 100 candidates is Rs 400

Fixed cost is Rs 40,000
c) What are the methods of costing? Explain their adaptability in different industries.

d) What is ABC analysis? What are its advantages?

e) Discuss the principles of apportionment.
f) Explain different methods of absorption of overhead.
g) Distinguish between job costing and contract costing,

h) How would you deal with by-products in costing

a. Where they are of small total value
b. Where they are of considerable total value

c. Where they require further processing.
i)  What is service costing? What are its features? To which type of industries, this is

suitable?- "@9tinns of budgetary control
@ -*~ aisn exolain key factor in any budgeting

(2x10),:

(6x8)
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Q3

activities.
2E4 $>j

Part-Ill
Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)

Briefly describe the rationale behind the development of MSM Enterprise (1ft)
in India.

Q4

Q5

Q6

What is Business Incubation? What, are the underlying policies of
Business incubation?

,(16),

Define Start  Up. What are the essential  components of  Start  Up  (16)
Business?

How Entrepreneurial 2Motivation is stiseful  in developing a successful  (16);-,-.
entrepreneur?


